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Policy for Interconnection with International Voice Carriers on Pre-Paid basis 
 

1. Background 

Voice carrier business, which hitherto was done primarily by incumbent telecom 
operators across the world, is being taken up by many companies that are new to the 
telecom industry. BSNL is receiving requests from various such International 
Carriers, who are interested to get interconnected with BSNL on pre-paid basis. 
While some of these carriers may not be serious long term player, others may be 
having genuine interest, capabilities and lots of International voice traffic to be 
terminated in India and specifically to BSNL. On the flip side, BSNL too have 
limitation that it can connect only few operators on the pre-paid arrangement as it is 
currently monitored manually. Connecting several operators may increase risk of 
revenue loss to BSNL in form of unpaid traffic. 

 It is felt that in order to regulate interconnects with these International Carriers to 
accept them on prepaid basis, it is necessary to have a Prepaid International Carriers 
Policy in BSNL.  

This will make screening various requests easier and give transparency in the 
selection of carriers for establishing interconnects. 

2. Current Status 

At present, BSNL has interconnects with three operators on prepaid basis namely 
M/s Jaina System, M/s Bridge voice and M/s Metrofi. After signing of ITSA with 
BSNL, they have submitted a PBG of USD 45,000 to BSNL. They also deposit the 
advance payment equivalent to the traffic-volume; they expect to terminate to BSNL 
every month to nodal circle as per terms & conditions of ITSA. Nodal circle for all 
the carriers connected on pre-paid basis is Maharashtra circle at present. 
      
3. Selection procedure for Interconnection on Pre-paid basis 

 
Currently, BSNL receives request from various companies dealing in voice business 
from across the world. 
 
To establish their financial position and goodwill in the market, the following 
screening criteria will be followed by the ILD cell, 
 
I) Eligibility Conditions (Compulsory) 

Documents in support of the following are required to be submitted by carriers, who 
want to inter-connect with BSNL on Prepaid basis:    

i)  Any regulatory/License of PFC (Prepaid Foreign Carrier)  such as FCC of 
USA or certification of their services approved by any Regulatory/ Government 
body in countries where they have their registered office. Or any other detail in this 
regard. 
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ii)  Audited Company financial statement for at least last three years duly signed 
by their company secretary or equivalent or Last three years Annual Report of the 
company with Balance Sheet. 
 
iii) Details of financial statement showing Minimum Turn-over of US $10 Million 

in each of last three preceding financial years continuously. 

 

iv)   Certificate of incorporation of the company. 
 

v)  Certificate regarding Carrier company not being bankrupt from statutory 
Chartered Accountant/ Company Secretary of Carrier.  

 
II. Information/ Documents required from Carriers (Desirable) 

 
i) Whether the Prepaid Foreign Carrier (PFC) is a Tier 1/ Incumbent carrier 

/Non-Tier 1 in the country of its incorporation?  
 

ii) MoU signed by PFC with any other operator including Indian ILDOs, if any, 
Or, Certificate of Experience from two customers. 
 

iii) Details of traffic carried by PFC including that for India Termination traffic 
and for   traffic termination to BSNL- Self Certificate. 

iv) Certificate regarding Non-permanent Establishment in India. Companies 
having permanent establishment in India needs to submit PAN/TAN 
number. 

After availability and checking of these documents, the pre-paid interconnect case 
will be submitted through enterprise finance vertical to the competent authority for 
the approval.  After the internal approval in BSNL, the carrier will be sent NDA and 
ITSA agreements for their signatures. 

It is envisaged that Maharashta circle will continue to be nodal circle for all pre-paid 
carriers for technical and financial matters. 

 

4. Performance Bank Guarantee (PBG)  

 

 Foreign Prepaid Carrier shall be required to submit a Performance Bank 

Guarantee (PBG) of USD 45,000 for connectivity up to 1XSTM-1 to 
Maharashtra Circle, BSNL at the time signing of ITSA Agreement with BSNL.  

 Additionally, Prepaid Carrier shall be required to submit PBG for 
interconnects beyond 1xSTM-1, @ USD 20,000/STM-1.  

 Any carrier will qualify for additional STM only in case of more than 25 
Million Minutes traffic continuously for two months or 60 Million Minutes 
traffic in a period of three months. 
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5. Advance payment for the traffic: 

 Apart from the aforesaid PBG, Prepaid Carriers will also deposit the amount 

in advance equivalent to call volume traffic they propose to terminate into 

BSNL network every week.   

 Maharashtra circle will notify tentative daily balance and daily traffic cost to 

the carrier.  

 At the time of exhausting the 80% of amount, PFC will deposit further 

payment based on their proposed call volume, failing which, nodal circle is 

authorized to regulate and block the traffic of the prepaid carrier with prior 

intimation to the carrier and restore the same only after receiving the advance 

in its account . 

 Nodal Circle shall convey blocking, regulating or restoring the traffic to ILD 

gateways and get compliance from ILD gateways through e-mail 

correspondences.   

 In case of transit delay in receiving the advance payments, Nodal circle may 

allow traffic up-to 50% of the amount of the PBG deposited.  

 In case of any failure to deposit the advance amount by Prepaid carrier, MH 

Circle may block the traffic and may also forfeit the PBG.   

 The traffic advance payment including the top-up amount will be taken in 

multiples of USD 10,000 only.  

 Any bank charges deducted from the payment transferred by prepaid carriers 

shall not be borne by BSNL. 

 

6.  Interconnectivity: 

 

 BSNL has Bandwidth Capacity on Bharat Lanka Cable (BL), SEMEWE4 Cable 

and Europe India Gateway Cable (EIG).  

 The new prepaid carriers may be offered interconnect on any one of the above 

capacity of bandwidth, on case to case basis, depending upon their proposed 

traffic volume commitment to BSNL, which will be decided by ILD 

Committee.  

 BSNL reserves the right to disconnect/withdraw/modify the routing 

interconnect bandwidths in case of non-performance of the carriers in terms 

of traffic volume terminated to BSNL. 
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7. Confirmation to start of commercial traffic.  

There are instances when it was observed that International gateways have started 

receiving traffic without consulting nodal circle. This type of events may result in 

some revenue loss to BSNL. Therefore, all ILD Gateways will start receiving traffic 

only on receiving email communication from Addl GM (TAX) or an officer 

authorized by him and confirmation of Trunk Group configuration at the concerned 

CDR Data Centre. Further, the incoming traffic from such pre-paid carriers will be 

controlled in all gateways as per his instructions. The traffic may be stopped 

sometimes in absence of sufficient advance payment from the pre-paid carriers. All 

gateways may resume such traffic only after receiving an email as above. 

8. Traffic Monitoring: 

 The India Terminating traffic of prepaid carriers will be monitored on daily 

basis (including Sundays and holidays). Checking of balance deposit should 

also be done daily.    

 The tentative daily usage cost needs to be calculated  by nodal Circle for 

which ILD Gateways will intimate the traffic minutes of Prepaid carrier to 

MH Circle on daily basis before  12 noon of the next day.   

 ITPC, Pune will issue provisional invoices to MH Circle every 10 days to 

reconcile the advance payment. 

 Efforts will be made to monitor the prepaid carrier traffic under IN platform 

on implementation of NGN to ensure real time billing /monitoring.  

9. Performance Evaluation 

 

1. BSNL reserves the right to review the interconnect connectivity given to the 

Prepaid Carriers and to carry BSNL’s outgoing Traffic.  

2. All pre-paid carriers are expected to bring more than five million minutes 

average incoming traffic monitored over a period of six months.   

3. If traffic is less than 5 million minutes per month in six months, the 

interconnection capacity will be reviewed and in case of consistent non-

performance the interconnection may be terminated. 

 

10. Hubbing & Outgoing traffic provision to Prepaid Carriers  

 

 The prepaid carrier will not be permitted to avail Hubbing facility through 

BSNL and to carry BSNL‘s Outgoing ILD Traffic for a period of two years 

from the date of commissioning of their interconnect.   




